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ABSTRACT
Graph robustness is a measure of resilience to failures and
targeted attacks. A large body of research on robustness
focuses on how to attack a given network by deleting a few
nodes so as to maximally disrupt its connectedness. As a
result, literature contains a myriad of attack strategies that
rank nodes by their relative importance for this task. How
different are these strategies? Do they pick similar sets of
target nodes, or do they differ significantly in their choices?
In this paper, we perform the first large scale empirical
correlation analysis of attack strategies, i.e., the node importance measures that they employ, for graph robustness.
We approach this task in three ways; by analyzing similarities based on (i) their overall ranking of the nodes, (ii)
the characteristics of top nodes that they pick, and (iii)
the dynamics of disruption that they cause on the network.
Our study of 15 different (randomized, local, distance-based,
and spectral) strategies on 68 real-world networks reveals
surprisingly high correlations among node-attack strategies,
consistent across all three types of analysis, and identifies
groups of comparable strategies. These findings suggest that
some computationally complex strategies can be closely approximated by simpler ones, and a few strategies can be used
as a close proxy of the consensus among all of them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Data mining
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Large scale networks are prevalent; the Web, the power
grid, social networks, etc. Studying and exploiting properties of such graphs can lead to insights with real world
impact. Therefore, there has been a wide array of research
on the study of real world graphs [2, 16, 21, 22, 25].
One of the most fundamental operations in network analysis is identifying the relative importance of nodes. It is
well known that the nodes in scale-free real-world networks
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are not equally important. For example, the seminal work
by Albert et al. found that scale-free networks, while being quite robust to random failures, are highly vulnerable to
targeted attacks that select and destroy a core set of critical
nodes in the network. This finding stimulated a large body
of research on the response of real-world networks to various
attack strategies [7, 8, 9, 23, 39].
The amount of research on the attack-tolerance of real
graphs is amplified due to studies across various disciplines,
including physics, mathematics, computer science, and sociology. As a result, literature contains a myriad of nodebased attack strategies for graph robustness. A vast majority of these strategies are heuristics which select their target nodes based on various measures of importance [2, 3,
15]. Most heuristics aim to target the most central nodes
and thus employ different notions of node centrality, such
as targeting nodes by highest degree or highest betweenness
centrality. Different heuristics also incur varying computational cost; degree centrality can be computed in linear time
while betweenness is quadratic in graph size [5].
Although a plethora of heuristic strategies have been proposed, there exists no study to date that compares and contrasts them to analyze how similar or different they are from
one another. For instance, given a network and a pair of
strategies, it is not well-understood whether they would pick
similar sets of nodes to target or differ considerably in their
choices. As an example, consider Figure 1 (a) which shows
a graph in which top 15 nodes selected by three different
heuristics (Betweenness and two variants of PageRank centrality) are marked. As one can notice, there is significant
overlap among their node sets. On the other hand, Figure
1 (b) shows a graph in which the two sets of top 15 nodes,
respectively selected by Closeness and Eigenvector centrality, share little overlap. A natural question is then: Which
node-attack strategies are highly correlated to one another?
The goal of this paper is to provide the first empirical
assessment of correlations between heuristic attack strategies, i.e., the node importance measures that they employ,
for graph robustness. We aim to reduce the long list of
existing heuristics into several groups containing the ones
with correlated output. We expect that such correlations
can be leveraged to approximate computationally complex
heuristics with simpler correlated ones, as well as to approximately find the consensus among all the heuristics. We use
three different methodologies when comparing the heuristic
strategies, and aim to identify observations that hold across
all three types of correlation analysis.
Our work utilizes and extends a correlation analysis framework proposed by Abrahao et al. to compare various graph
clustering algorithms [1]. This framework was also used

(a) Significant overlap among node sets

(b) Small overlap among node sets

Figure 1: Comparing top 15 nodes picked by heuristic strategies in two example real-world graphs (a) Word adjacencies
network, (b) Dolphin social network from http://www-personal.umich.edu/ mejn/netdata/. (best viewed in color)

2.

BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

We compare and contrast 15 node-based graph attack
strategies, with varying time complexities (Table 1).
To analyze the correlation among the strategies, we use
three different analysis methodologies. First, we compare
the strategies based on their overall ranking of nodes. Specifically, we consider the similarity between two strategies to
be the weighted correlation between their rankings.
Second, we adopt a similar approach to Abrahao et al.’s [1]
(that characterized graph clustering algorithms) to compare
the strategies based on the characteristics of the top nodes

Table 1: Node-based attack strategies. k: node removal budget,

Dist.

Local

Random

n: number of nodes, m: number of edges, d: average degree, t:
maximum number of iterations, C: topology dependent constant,
D: depth to which ecc is computed, T : random walk length, α:
damping factor, O(·): complexity of finding (top) k nodes.

Spectral

by Soundarajan et al. to analyze the correlations between
graph similarity measures [29]. With the aforementioned
goal in mind, we make the following contributions:
• We present the first large-scale and thorough correlation analysis of centrality-based graph attack strategies. Our study involves 15 strategies on 68 real-world
graphs spread across 4 different categories (social, biological, infrastructure, and information networks).
• We measure the correlation between the strategies in
three different ways: (1) by comparing their rankings
of nodes in the networks ordered by importance for
disruption, (2) by comparing the characteristics (or
type) of the top nodes they target, and (3) the disruption dynamics they cause on the network, i.e., how
the network disintegrates when the nodes are removed
successively in their ranked order.
• Our analysis reveals the following findings: (1) the
heuristic strategies, i.e., different node centrality measures employed by those, are surprisingly well correlated, (2) there exist groups of comparable strategies
with strong correlation across all three measurements
and the majority of the networks, and (3) a few strategies produce a ranking that is very close to the consensus ranking among all of the strategies.
• These findings offer guidelines for selecting suitable attack strategies and present approximation opportunities, where computationally expensive strategies can
be closely approximated by comparable cheaper ones,
and a few strategies can be used to find a close proxy
of the consensus among all of them.

Id Abbr. Description
1 r
Random node
2 rn
Random neighbor of a randomly
picked node
3 rw10 Most visited node in a random walk
of length T = 10
4 rw50 Most visited node in a random walk
of length T = 50
5 deg
Highest degree
6 lcc
Highest local clust. co-efficient [38]
7 ecc
Highest extended clustering
co-efficient [12]
8 rad
Lowest radius [13]
9 cc
Highest closeness centrality [26]
10 betw Highest betweenness centrality [5]
11 eig
Highest eigen-vector centrality
12 pr15
Highest PageRank [27] (α=0.15)
13 pr50
Highest PageRank [27] (α=0.50)
14 katz
Highest Katz index [17]
15 comm Highest self-communicability [10]

bigO
O(k)
O(k)
O(kT )
O(kT )
O(m)
O(nd3 )
O(nd2+D )
O(n3 )
O(n3 )
O(nm)
O(nC)
O(mt)
O(mt)
O(mt)
O(n3 )

that they target. Given the top few nodes, we leverage our
earlier work [14] to characterize each node with a vector
of representative graph-centric features. We quantify the
similarity between two strategies through the matching and
the separability between their feature vectors.
Third, we use the ranking provided by a strategy to remove the nodes one by one from a given graph. We track the
response of the graph to these removals, and then compare
two strategies based on the gradual impact that they incur
on the graph connectedness.
We apply each of these correlation analysis methods on
68 real-world networks from four different domains (social,
biological, infrastructure, and information). We look for
strong correlations among strategies which hold across all
three analysis techniques and a large body of the networks.
In the following, we refer to the corresponding methods as
Rank-C, Topk-C, and Response-C respectively (C for correlation). Since all three methods use the ranking of nodes
by the strategies, we briefly discuss how we obtain these
rankings. We then describe our methodologies in detail.

1: Input: a set of graphs G, a set of attack strategies
{s1 , . . . , sM }, number of target nodes k
2: for each graph G ∈ G do
3:
for each strategy si do
4:
Rank all nodes in G into ri using si
5:
Extract recursive structural features for top k nodes
in ri using ReFeX [14]
6:
end for
7:
Compute similarity between each sj , sk pair by:
8:
(Rank-C) Weight-Tau (rj , rk )
9:
(Topk-C) Bi-Match or SVM-Sep between 2k
ReFeX feature vectors from sj and sk
10:
Hierarchically cluster s1 , . . . , sM by similarity
11: end for
12: Output clusters that appear in majority of graphs in G
Figure 2: Comparing & clustering attack strategies based on
(Rank-C) the overall ranking of all nodes, and (Topk-C) the
characteristics of top k nodes.

2.1

Generating ranked lists of nodes

In this work we consider both randomized and nonrandomized attack strategies. Non-randomized strategies
allocate a score to the network entities in a given graph.
Those scores are often associated with centrality, such as
eigen-vector or closeness centrality (Table 1). As such, we
sort the nodes based on their scores to generate a ranking.
Randomized strategies, on the other hand, aim to speed
up the selection even further; e.g., Random-Neighbor picks
a random node and then a random neighbor of it, trying to
approximately pick a high degree node in scale-free graphs.
Such strategies do not compute scores for the network entities. To create their ranked lists, we run them on a given
graph until all nodes are picked and sort them by the order
they have been picked during the course of the run.

2.2

Comparing methods by Rank-C & Topk-C

Once we obtain the ranked lists from all strategies for
a given graph, we ask two questions, respectively in RankC and Topk-C. First, how do the strategies rank the nodes?
We apply the Weight-Tau technique to answer this question. Second, how does the set of top-k nodes picked by
each attack strategy compare in terms of structural characteristics? We use the SVM-Sep and Bi-Match techniques
for answering the second question. In both cases, we reduce
the ranked lists generated previously to a single M × M
similarity matrix S, where M is the total number of attack
strategies. Each row and column of the similarity matrix
corresponds to an attack strategy and the entry Sij gives a
similarity score between strategies i and j. The summary of
these methods is given in Figure 2.

2.2.1

Comparison by Weighted Tau ( Weight-Tau )

Rank-C uses the Weight-Tau technique of Vigna [36]
to compare the overall ranked lists generated by the attack
strategies. Their technique produces a similarity score ∈
[−1, 1] between two ranked lists through a generalization of
the Kendall’s τ [19], where ties are carefully accounted for.
Moreover, the similarity score is biased toward agreements
higher in the ranked lists. That is, strategies that agree on
the nodes closer to the top of their lists are assigned a higher
score. This measure is particularly suitable for our setting
where ties in scores are common and top ranked nodes have
higher impact on robustness, i.e. matter more.

2.2.2

Comparison by class separability ( SVM-Sep )

Topk-C compares the strategies based on the characteristics of the top-k nodes they pick. As such, it considers
two strategies to be similar if they target the same kind of
nodes. For characterization, it extracts recursive structural
features [14] for each of the k nodes from a strategy. This
maps each node to a vector in a feature space.
Given this transformation, we frame the problem of comparing two strategies as a class separability problem. We
associate label 0 to the k feature vectors from strategy i,
and label 1 to the k feature vectors from strategy j. Using
this labeled data, we train a binary classifier.1 We compute
class probabilities based on 5-fold cross-validation. We then
sum the probability mass of points labeled 0 being in class 0
and points labeled 1 being in class 1 and take their average
as the measure of class separability. The better the classification, the higher the separability between the classes, i.e.,
strategies. As such, one minus separability yields a similarity score ∈ [0, 1] between two strategies.

2.2.3

Comparison by matching ( Bi-Match )
In Topk-C, we also compute a similarity between two
strategies by finding a maximum matching between their k
feature vectors. We start by creating a complete bi-partite
graph in which nodes on the left represent k feature vectors
from strategy i and nodes on the left depict k feature vectors
from strategy j. We connect every pair of nodes in this graph
with weighted edges, where weights are equal to one minus
the Canberra distance [20] between the two feature vectors
that map to the end points of the edge.
Next, we compute the maximum weight matching on this
bi-partite graph. Briefly, a matching tries to map each left
node to one and only one right node. Among all possible
matchings, the one with the highest total edge weight between the matched nodes is the maximum matching. In our
case, a matching with high weight implies that the entities
picked by two strategies are comparable in their characteristics. By averaging the k edge weights in the matching, we
compute a similarity score ∈ [0, 1].
2.2.4

Finding correlated attack strategies

We employ Rank-C using Weight-Tau, and Topk-C using both SVM-Sep and Bi-Match to generate a similarity matrix S containing the pairwise similarities among the
strategies, for each of 68 graphs in our study. In order to
condense the information contained in the similarity matrices to a more manageable size, we perform complete-linkage
hierarchical clustering on each similarity matrix to produce
a dendogram and identify clusters that emerge in the lower
(i.e., high similarity) levels of the dendogram. Each cluster
in a dendogram corresponds to a group of similar strategies.
We consider a cluster to be significant only if it emerges in
more than 50% of the input graphs. The results for the
clusterings are presented in the experiments section.

2.3

Comparing methods by Response-C
Response-C compares the attack strategies by analyzing
the effects they cause on a graph when the nodes are successively removed from the graph in the rank order provided
by each strategy. The conjecture is that if two strategies
are similar, they would cause similar disruption on a target
1
We train a linear SVM [35] and set the hyper-parameters by
performing a grid search over 10-fold cross validation.

1: Input: a set of graphs G, set of strategies {s1 , . . . , sM }
2: for each graph G ∈ G do
3:
for each strategy si do
4:
Rank all nodes in G using si
5:
Remove nodes one-by-one in rank order
6:
Record connectedness measure (1) fraction of GCC
(giant connected component) size or (2) λ1 (G)
7:
Compute average robustness Ai
8:
end for
9: end for
10: Rank graphs in G into Ri based on Ai from each si
11: Compute similarity between each sj , sk pair using
Weight-Tau (Rj , Rk )
12: Hierarchically cluster s1 , . . . , sM by similarity
Figure 3: Comparing & clustering attack strategies based on
(Response-C): the incurred disruption on graph connectedness.

graph. The summary of this approach is given in Figure 3.
In particular, we take the ranked list of nodes by a strategy and remove them from the target graph one by one while
monitoring the value of a selected robustness measure. In
this work, we consider two widely used connectedness measures; (1) fraction of the giant connected component (GCC)
size and (2) the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix
(λ1 ) of the graph. We recompute the measure every time
a node is removed from the target graph and
PNaggregate the
values into a single resilience score A = N1
i=0 f (i), where
N is the number of nodes and f (i) is the value of the connectedness measure after i nodes have been removed from the
graph. As such, As can be seen as the “average resilience”
of a graph when attacked by strategy s; the lower the As ,
the less resilient the target graph.
Each strategy then ranks the given set of graphs by their
resilience to the specific attack. Following on our earlier
conjecture, similar attack strategies would cause similar disruption and hence provide a similar resilience ranking of the
graphs. Once again, we reduce our problem of comparing
attack strategies to comparing ranked lists, where we use
Weight-Tau as a measure of similarity.

2.4

Finding a consensus strategy

Besides studying the similarities among attack strategies,
another question we pose in this work is whether there exists
an attack strategy that can be used as a proxy for a consensus among all of them. To answer this question we compute
a Kemeny-Young consensus [18] of the ranked lists produced
by the strategies in Rank-C and Response-C, and look for
strategies that are consistently close to the consensus.

3.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this study we used 68 real-world graphs, spread across
4 categories (14 social, 12 biological, 36 infrastructure, and 6
information). The sizes of the graphs vary from a few thousand to a million edges. All datasets and more details can
be downloaded at https://github.com/basimbaig/robust14.

3.1

Correlation analysis (Rank-C & Topk-C)
We start by looking at how attack strategies rank the
nodes in a graph (Rank-C) and whether the structural characteristics of these nodes overlap (Topk-C). We set k in
Topk-C to the number of 1% of nodes in each graph, as
we have graphs of varying sizes. Table 2 presents the clusters obtained by applying our analysis framework presented

Table 2: Clusters obtained using Weight-Tau , SVM-Sep , and
Bi-Match for node-based attack strategies.
Clusters ( Weight-Tau )

# Graphs

1. {PageRank15, PageRank50, Betweenness}

(67/68)

2. {Katz, Eigen-vector}

(56/68)

3. {Closeness, Communicability}

(40/68)

4. {Degree, Radius}

(39/68)

Clusters ( SVM-Sep )

# Graphs

1. {PageRank15, PageRank50, Betweenness}

(64/68)

2. {Katz, Eigen-vector}

(54/68)

3. {Closeness, Degree}

(35/68)

Clusters ( Bi-Match )

# Graphs

1. {PageRank15, PageRank50, Betweenness}

(62/68)

2. {Katz, Eigen-vector}

(52/68)

3. {Closeness, Degree}

(44/68)

in Figure 2. Note that we only show clusters that appear
in at least 50% of our graphs. Even though we study a
large set of strategies, we find that a majority of them are
correlated to at least one other strategy. In particular, we
find three clusters of highly correlated node-based strategies,
namely {PageRank15, PageRank50, Betweenness}, {Katz,
Eigen-vector}, and {Degree, Closeness}.
We note that the clustering results in Table 2 hold irrespective of the methodology used to compute the similarity
scores. This implies that our findings most likely reflect the
underlying correlations amongst the attack strategies. An
exception we notice is {Degree, Radius} which appears only
in our Weight-Tau results. The reason this cluster did not
show up in Bi-Match and SVM-Sep is because the number of graphs where this cluster appears for those is below
our threshold but is nevertheless reasonably high (29/68 for
SVM-Sep , and 31/68 for Bi-Match ).
Figures 4 shows how these clusters actually appear. For
brevity we only show the average heatmaps in the figures but
for generating the results we went through the clustering results of each graph and strategy pair.2 Each heatmap shows
the average similarity scores across all the graphs where a
specific cluster appears. The heatmap marked ‘All’ simply
shows an average of the scores across all the graphs.
We notice that the strategies in the same cluster are
strongly correlated in the graphs where they appear. What
is more, the clustering structure still remains visible when
the similarity matrices are averaged across ‘All’ graphs.
That is, the correlations do not “wash away” when all
the graphs are considered. We also notice from the ‘All’
heatmaps that the attack-strategies are overall well correlated. The average pairwise similarity of the strategies is
0.88 with 0.09 standard deviation.3
To illustrate the difference of clustered strategies, Figure
5 shows the distribution of raw similarity scores for (i) pairs
of clustered and (ii) pairs of randomly picked strategies. We
see a clear difference in scores between the two, irrespective
of the method used to compute the similarity scores.
2
We present heatmaps for Bi-Match due to space limit. Those
for SVM-Sep and Weight-Tau are similar.
3
Results are similar for SVM-Sep : 0.69 (0.22), and WeightTau : 0.36 (0.30). Note that Weight-Tau ∈ [−1, 1] whereas others are ∈ [0, 1].

Figure 5: Box plots showing the distribution of similarity scores
for all graphs for (green boxes) pairs of correlated strategies, and
(red boxes) random pairs of strategies for comparison. (left)
Weight-Tau , (middle) SVM-Sep , (right) Bi-Match .

(a) pr15 and betw

(b) katz and eig

(c) deg and cc

Figure 6: Distribution of the fractional overlap (1-1 correspondence) among top k nodes picked by correlated strategies.

Further, Figure 6 shows that the clustered strategies share
significant overlap among their top k entities.
Table 1 showed that attack strategies have a wide variety
of costs. Looking at our clustering results, we find attack
strategies that fall in the same cluster but have differing
computational costs. These include clusters {PageRank,
Betweenness} and {Degree, Closeness}, where bold-faced
strategies are cheaper. This result provides us with approximation opportunities; e.g., if a user is interested in picking nodes with highest betweenness (computationally expensive), s/he can employ PageRank as a proxy. This kind of
approximation is tremendously helpful, especially for very
large-scale real-world graphs.
Next we create consensus rankings in Rank-C and aim
to identify a few (cheap) strategies close to the consensus.
Table 3 lists the top 5 strategies with most similar rankings
to the consensus on ten example graphs. We find that katz,
eig, betw, pr15 appear in majority of the graphs, where e.g.,
pr15 can be used as a cheap proxy to the consensus.
Table 3: Top 5 node-based strategies closest to the KemenyYoung consensus across 10 example graphs.
1
katz
eig
pr15
betw
ecc

3.2

Figure 4: Node-based attack strategies clustered with BiMatch . Heatmaps representing individual clusters from Table
2 are the average of heatmaps obtained from graphs where the
cluster appears. (bottom) Average heatmap across all graphs.

2
katz
pr15
pr50
eig
deg

3
pr15
katz
pr50
betw
eig

4
katz
pr15
pr50
cc
comm

5
betw
katz
pr15
pr50
ecc

6
pr15
katz
pr50
betw
eig

7
pr15
katz
comm
deg
eig

8
katz
pr15
eig
pr50
betw

9
katz
eig
pr15
pr50
deg

10
pr15
katz
pr50
eig
betw

Correlation analysis by Response-C
Previously, we compared the nodes picked by each attack
strategy directly ( Weight-Tau ) or by mapping them to a
feature space ( Bi-Match , SVM-Sep ). Next, we actually
simulate attacks on our graphs. That is, we remove nodes
from each graph in order of the ranked list produced by each
attack strategy. We use this attack-driven study as another
way to validate our clustering results in §3.1.
Figure 7 shows how the robustness changes as more and
more nodes are removed from the graphs. We notice that the
graphs respond to correlated attack strategies similarly. For
example, highly correlated (a) Betwenness and (b) PageRank cause similar disruption on a given graph.
The similarity between strategies based on how they rank
the graphs by their resilience, as shown in Figure 8 (for both
GCC fraction and λ1 ), provides results in agreement with

(a) Betwenness (betw)

(b) PageRank15 (pr15)

Figure 8: Similarity of strategies based on how they rank graphs
by resilience in Response-C. Also shown is similarity of strategies
to Kemeny-Young consensus, top 3 marked with arrows.

(c) Katz index (katz)

(d) Eigen-vector (eig)

(e) Degree (deg)

(f) Closeness (cc)

Figure 7: Disruption dynamics of all graphs when attacked by
various strategies. Each line corresponds to a graph (colored by
type). Notice that the clustered, i.e., correlated strategies (i.e.,
a&b, c&d, e&f) cause similar disruption on graphs.

earlier clusters. The figure also shows the similarity to the
Kemeny-Young consensus, where pr15 and betw are once
again among the top 3 closest strategies to the consensus. As
PageRank is simpler than Betweenness, pr15 can be used as
a proxy for the consensus among these node-based strategies.
Overall, the findings using Response-C corroborate our
results using Rank-C and Topk-C. This suggests that our
findings are significant and not a byproduct of specific comparison methodology employed.

4.

RELATED WORK

Manipulating Graph Robustness. Given a graph, manipulating its structure in order to improve its robustness, decrease
its vulnerability, or to simulate attack scenarios has been a
research area of wide interest. Several works have focused
on increasing robustness by adding new edges [3, 6, 31, 37],
or rewiring existing edges [3, 24, 30]. Others have developed
algorithms to degrade robustness, such as the spectral radius (or λ1 ), so as to decrease the vulnerability of a graph to
propagation of viruses, diseases, rumors, etc. [31, 32, 34]. In
addition, several works have developed heuristic algorithms
to simulate attacks to real-world networks and studied their
response and tolerance to targeted intentional attacks [2, 7,
8, 9, 23, 39]. Example attack strategies include removal of

most connected (i.e., highest degree) nodes [2, 3], or highest betweenness centrality [15]. This work focuses on a large
body of such heuristic strategies study their correlations and
find out their similarities and distinctions.
Correlation Analysis of Algorithms and Measures. Prior
work that investigated correlation among node centrality
measures [4, 11, 28, 33] also found high correlations and results implying clusters. Those, however, studied very smallscale networks that are only from one domain (often social),
and considered fewer measures than our work. Recently, Vigna studied the ranking correlations of five centrality measures on larger graphs using their proposed measure [36].
The seminal work by Abrahao et al. proposed a framework for comparing different algorithms by their type of output [1]. Their work compared graph clustering methods and
studied the type of clusters that they produce (w.r.t. e.g.,
density, size, cut-size, etc.). Similarly, Soundarajan et al.
[29] analyzed correlations of graph similarity measures and
proposed guidelines for selecting an appropriate measure.

5.

CONCLUSION

Following the finding that scale-free networks are vulnerable to targeted attacks [2], a myriad of attack strategies has
been developed to target nodes whose removal effectively degrade graph connectedness. However, how these strategies
correlate with one another is not well understood. In this
work, we present the first large-scale correlation analysis of
attack strategies for graph robustness. We study 15 strategies on 68 real-world graphs, and utilize 3 different methodologies for correlation analysis. Our analyses show that (1)
node importance measures employed by the strategies are
well correlated, (2) several groups exhibit strong correlation
across all the three methodologies, and (3) a few strategies are consistently close to a consensus among all of them.
These findings improve our understanding of the strategies
in the literature and present us with approximation opportunities, where computationally expensive measures can be
approximated by comparable cheaper ones, and a few strategies can be used as a proxy to an overall consensus.
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